Do these challenges sound familiar?

Driving your IT change programme
Assessing an application estate can be a logistical nightmare. Manual processes, spreadsheets and old-style trackers aren’t fit for purpose, and these inefficiencies can result in project delays and overreaching budgets.

Ability to assess change
IT asset and dependency data is often managed using multiple tools, poorly maintained and lacking the contextual detail required to make informed decisions.

Obtaining accurate insights
Application owners are geographically dispersed and often too busy to help, making it difficult to obtain the insights needed for your change programme.

Cloudwave® – a better way to assess your application estate
Cloudwave® combines domain experts, our unique methodology and a purpose built assessment tool to simplify application assessment ahead of change.

Cloudwave® helps you understand which applications you should migrate and which you should retire, which treatments to use, which deliver the greatest business benefit and which should be prioritised first. This enables you to establish your baseline, identify quick wins and gain actionable insights into your overall change programme at minimal cost.

Best-in class platform
Built on the Servicenow platform, the Cloudwave® Assessment Tool brings together capabilities in the industry-leading ITSM tool with ECS’s wealth of experience to create a best in class platform to assess your application portfolio and drive your change programme.

Real change with minimum risk – why ECS is the partner for you:
ECS has extensive experience getting the most out of IT infrastructures for blue chip companies, applying tools, processes and people to meet the individual needs of each client.

ECS provides a multi-level service to assist you on your application assessment journey. From set-up and running the application, to providing impartial recommendations, ECS can support you at every step.
**Why we're different**

Our consultants deliver cloud, digital transformation, security and engineering capabilities in one team. This means you get process, engineering and best of breed technology to minimise the risk when migrating to the cloud. Our experience working with some of the largest and most heavily regulated businesses in the UK also means we put compliance and security at the heart of every solution. Find out what we can do for you.
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**How does it work?**

1. **Create your questionnaire**
2. **Select the applications you want to assess**
3. **Monitor progress in the online dashboard**
4. **View emerging trends and themes across your dashboard**
5. **Intelligently categorise your applications**
6. **Store the assessment information within your ServiceNow system**

**Key features**

- **Configurable questionnaires** – use one of our existing questionnaires for Cloud, Containers, Database Migration, or create your own.
- **Scalable** – scales to 1,000s of applications and 10,000s of users, so you can be confident it’s enterprise ready.
- **Assessment dashboard** – view assessment progress and overall estate readiness on a single, easy to use dashboard.

- **Application insights** – identify common themes across your portfolio, and group and categorise applications accordingly.
- **Multiple deployment options** – run on your own ServiceNow instance or on our Cloud platform, whatever works best for your business.
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**WE IMPLEMENT. WE ASSESS. YOU MIGRATE SECURELY.**

**Visibility**

By augmenting your CMDB with a specialist, intelligent categorisation engine, you gain a complete picture of your application estate – all on a centralised dashboard.

**Intelligence**

Easy to navigate, Cloudwave® delivers actionable insights. It draws on contextual factors, consolidating multiple data streams and identifying patterns and abnormalities in real-time. Results and recommendations show which applications deliver business value, enabling you to accurately determine which to prioritise, migrate and retire.

**Efficiency**

With Cloudwave®, you can reduce the costs and improve the efficiency of your assessment phase ahead of a cloud migration or large-scale IT change programme – all while providing enterprise-grade data protection and security to keep your data safe.

**Accelerate your IT change programme**

With a simplified application assessment process and range of analytical tools at your fingertips, you gain insights about your portfolio in days, rather than months. This enables you to accelerate your IT change programme securely.
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